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DATE JUN 30 1989
COLLEGE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
AND COMMUNITY SERVICE

DIVISION OF COURSES AND CURRICULA
Professional and Special Programs

Assistant Dean
#89097

M-L
(S)

Secretary II
#15062
SR-12

Clerk Typist II
#21281
SR-8
(S)

Clerk Typist III
#39572
SR-10
(S)

UH Educ Sp II
#80535
P-06
(S)

Assistant Specialist
#83620, #84073, #95311(S), #85310(S)
5-3

UH Educ Sp I
#60424
P-03
(S)

UH Educ Sp II
#81443
P-06
(S)

UH Publications Sp I
#81968
P03
(S)
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State of Hawaii
University of Hawaii at Manoa
College of Continuing Education
and Community Service
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COLLEGE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
AND COMMUNITY SERVICE

SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

UH Educational Sp III and Director
\#80593
(P-09)

Secretary II
\#15946
(SA-12)
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COLLEGE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION AND COMMUNITY SERVICE

CONFERENCE CENTER PROGRAM
*UH Educational Specialist III
#806975
P-09

+ Secretary II
#15637
SR-12

*Transferred from Division of Community Service, permanent position.

*Temporary position